Featuring angular and expressive aluminum extrusions, Stealth tables add subtle sophistication to any space. Available in seated and standing heights. Structural beams reduce the number of bases required. Stealth base and trough kits support up to a 14’ table with only two bases and up to a 20’ table with three bases.
STEALTH™ CONFERENCE

Base Details

- Supports tables up to 156"W on two bases and tables 168" - 240" on three bases.
- Seated (29"H) or Standing (42"H) height.
- Angled clear anodized aluminum trim for added strength and removable panels for easy cable routing through bases.
- Finishes include laminate or veneer.
- Optional trough covers to conceal cables. Wires route through base.
- Panel bases are 5-3/16"W.

2-Base Tables
- 72" - 156" Widths
- 36" - 72" Depths
- Laminate or Veneer Finish

3-Base Tables
- 168" - 240" Widths
- 36" - 72" Depths
- Laminate or Veneer Finish

Specifications subject to change without prior notice.
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